A functional magnetic resonance imaging study of internal modulation of an external visual cue for motor execution.
The strategy to perform a task differs according to how a cue is interpreted. In order to investigate the basic mechanisms of temporal regulation in the higher motor areas, the interaction between two different types of internal modulations of an external visual cue was evaluated using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI). An opposing finger movement task guided by dot prompting was employed. In the intermittent tapping experiment, two taps per second and a rest for one second were alternatively repeated in the task blocks. In the constant tapping experiments, the volunteers performed finger movements at 0.5, 1 or 2 Hz. The activation in the primary sensory motor area correlated with the amount of movement. Activities in the supplementary motor area, left dorsal pre-motor area, left superior parietal lobule and right cerebellum depended on the demand for internal modulation. Activation in these areas was maximum for the intermittent task which was a combination of two different internal modulations, and minimum for the 1 Hz movement that did not require internal modulation. It was suggested that these four areas are directly involved in the generation of a complex movement sequence driven by a visual cue, and they are organized for performance. The translation of external pacing and initiation for self-pacing may share the same neuronal basis. Activation in the left supramarginal gyrus, bilateral frontal operticula and basal ganglia did not depend on the combination of the two internal modulations.